
January 10 & 11, 2020 

Jyoti Devi Charlotte Benson 

Location:  ASAOM (Arizona School of Acupuncture & Oriental 

Medicine) & Han University 2856 E. Fort Lowell Rd. Tucson, AZ 85716 

Link to map at www.tucsonastrologersguild.org/events 
 

Friday, January 10, 2020, 7:30 pm  
$10/$15 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID 

OPEN to all levels of knowledge and interest in astrology. 

2020: Planetary Positions and Transitions – the 

Vedic Viewpoint  The first year of this new decade promises some 

pretty great sidereal planetary positions.  We’ll consider the concept of Pluto 

moving into the constellation of Capricorn, while Saturn in strength is also 

nearby.  Jupiter enjoys a quick trip through his own sign of Sagittarius; the 

Moon’s Nodes will be in their best placement; Mars will be comfortable is his own sign of Scorpio.  And, 

amazingly, Venus stays in the constellation of Taurus for over four months in 2020!  Come and hear what a 

special day February 7, 2020 could be.  We’ll also take a close look at the nakshatras where these special 

combinations occur. 
 

Saturday Workshop, January 11, 1 – 5:00 pm,  
$20/$25 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID.  
OPEN to all levels of knowledge of astrology. 

A Survey of the Value of Jyotisha This workshop will provide a view of how the planets 

express themselves, as measured from their actual positions in front of the constellations.  From this sidereal 

basis we’ll explore the richness of Jyotisha ‒ the “Science of Light” ‒ and how this ancient knowledge can 

improve your own self-awareness, and empower your predictive ability.  In addition to what you may already 

know about the planets and houses and aspects, Jyotish adds another layer of specific attributes to these 

conditions. We’ll take a look at the 27 nakshatras; planetary friendships and strengths; dasa periods; divisional 

charts; remedies, and whatever else we have time for.  Charlotte hopes to be able to use the charts of attendees 

to emphasize these points.  The system of Vedic astrology has been practiced continuously, with spectacular 

results, for thousands of years. Be there and find out why! 
Biography – Jyoti Devi Charlotte Benson  According to every Indian astrologer that she has met, Charlotte has 

been an astrologer for her past five lifetimes!  Which is a good thing – since the “Ocean of Jyotisha” is deep and 

wide, and requires a lot of study.  After having been a full-time practicing professional astrologer for almost 50 

years she feels like she’s finally got the hang of it. 

Charlotte (Jyoti Devi is her spiritual name) has professional diplomas from all the major Western astrology 

organizations: AFA, NCGR, ISAR. She served on the AFAN steering committee; represented UAC; is the president 

emerita of the ASA; was a founding sponsor for Kepler College and for ACVA. She currently serves as the 

president of the American College of Vedic Astrology; and has received the titles of Jyotisha Navaratna; Jyotish 

Kovid, and Jyotisha Choodamani. 
 

Saturday, January 11, 11:am to noon: Free Beginner’s Class There are two major systems to choose 

from as an astrologer or someone seeking a consultation: Western -Tropical or Eastern - Vedic- 

Sidereal. We will discuss the difference in this class as well as offshoots of both.  

Facilitated by Gael Chilson. 


